West Michigan Woodturners Presents

Alan Lacer‑
Making & Using
the Hook Tool
3-Day Workshop, April 30—May 2, 2020
9 am—5 pm Daily
Learn the science and usage of the hook woodturning tool. Alan Lacer
will be in Kalamazoo, Michigan with the West Michigan Woodturners
Club teaching how to make and use this different and amazing tool This
3-day workshop is for the woodturner with at least 2 years of active
experience turning wood. All three days will be held at the clubs meeting
place, the United Methodist Church, 3140 North 3rd Street, Kalamazoo,
Michigan, 49009. Cost for the 3-day workshop is $550.00; wood and
hook tools you create are included.

The Hook Tool
The hook tool has appeared around the world and through many
centuries as one solution to hollowing end-grain objects (bowls,
goblets, cups, vessels, scoops, lidded boxes). The basic problem with
hollowing end-grain wood—in order to work with the grain structure
of the wood—the turner starts at the center and pulls back and
outwards (the opposite of face-grain hollowing). If this is done with
a “normal gouge grind” the action is scraping and not cutting (usually
with poor results and a rapid dulling of the tool).
The other common approach is to use a scraper. This works well on
harder woods; not so well on softer woods. The hook tool allows the
turner to do what these approaches do not: it provides the ability to
work with the grain structure AND cut the wood, rather than scrape
the wood. In essence, the hook tool is nothing more than a right-angled
gouge with a very short flute.
Currently there are very few hook tools on the market for purchase.
More common are ring type tools (not the carbide-tipped tools) that are
to behave like a hook tool but are far easier to manufacturer. These do
work well at times but have some downsides: the chip/curl must pass
through the opening and at times tends to clog (and thereby stop the
cut) and the bevel angle is almost impossible to modify, and thereby
limits the number of internal shapes that can be executed.

Day 1: Making Hook Tools and Executing an End-Grain Bowl
Why make a hook tool? As stated, they are hard to purchase, but easy to make without a lot
of expense or metalworking experience. Also, with the shop-made tool a number of variables
that affect the performance of the hook tool can be explored: shape of the hook, size of the
hook, off-set of the hook, and especially bevel angles.
Alan will take each participant through the process of making at least two basic hook tools.
He will also show a wide variety of examples and the nuances of each.
Following some practice, participants will execute a simple end-grain bowl using the hook
tool for hollowing.

Day 2: Making the End-Grain Box
On an end-grain box there are three locations that the hook tool can be used: inside the lid,
inside the base, and the underside of the base.
Alan will take the participants through a step-by-step process for making these types of boxes
and utilizing their hook tools where advantageous. He will cover dimensions, different types
of fits of lid to base, chucking methods, and finishing options. He will also bring a wide-ranging
array of examples.

Day 3: Making the End-Grain Natural-Edged Bowl
We are all familiar with face-grain natural edged bowl, but not so well known is the end-grain
natural edged bowl. This poses a primary problem of incorporating the pith—while preventing
the piece from splitting. Alan will take participants through the process of working such bowls,
and provide ways to prevent spitting originating at the pith.

__________________________________________________________________________________

WHAT TO BRING
Two handles 14”-16” long with a 3/8” hole drilled to a depth of 2.5”. An alternative would be
an interchangeable handle that accepts 3/8” round shank tools.
Basic between center tools: spindle roughing gouge (any size), parting tool, detail/spindle gouge
in 3/8” or ½”, skew chisel (any size). To these tools bring a ½” to ¾” side radius scraper and a
3/8” diameter bowl gouge.
Faceshield (rated Z87+ for impact (may say Z87.1 +). The “+” makes it rated for impact.

REGISTRATION
To register for this exciting 3-day workshop:
1. Registration begins at 8am, February 24. Email your request to Bruce Dannenhauer at
wildwoodservices@charter.net
2. You will receive a response with instructions on where to send your $550.00 payment check.
Your space in the workshop must be paid within 7 days after receiving the response email.

